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Abstract. The dynamical evolution of the flood response to landscape-climate feedbacks is evaluated in a joint

nonlinear statistical-dynamical approach. For that purpose, a spatiotemporal sensitivity analysis is conducted on

hydrological data from 1976–2008 over 804 catchments throughout Austria, and a general, data-independent

nonlinear dynamical model is built linking floods with climate (via precipitation), landscape (via elevation) and

their feedbacks. These involve nonlinear scale interactions, with landform evolution processes taking place at the

millennial scale (slow dynamics), and climate adjusting in years to decades (fast dynamics). The results show

that floods are more responsive to spatial (regional) than to temporal (decadal) variability. Catchments from

dry lowlands and high wetlands exhibit similarity between the spatial and temporal sensitivities (spatiotemporal

symmetry) and low landscape-climate codependence, suggesting they are not coevolving significantly. How-

ever, intermediate regions show differences between those sensitivities (symmetry breaks) and higher landscape-

climate codependence, suggesting undergoing coevolution. The break of symmetry is an emergent behaviour

from nonlinear feedbacks within the system. A new coevolution index is introduced relating spatiotemporal

symmetry with relative characteristic celerities, which need to be taken into account in hydrological space-time

trading. Coevolution is expressed here by the interplay between slow and fast dynamics, represented respectively

by spatial and temporal characteristics. The dynamical model captures emerging features of the flood dynamics

and nonlinear landscape-climate feedbacks, supporting the nonlinear statistical assessment of spatiotemporally

asymmetric flood change. Moreover, it enables the dynamical estimation of flood changes in space and time

from the given knowledge at different spatiotemporal conditions. This study ultimately brings to light emerging

signatures of change in floods arising from nonlinear slow-fast feedbacks in the landscape-climate dynamics,

and contributes towards a better understanding of spatiotemporal flood changes and underlying nonlinearly in-

teracting drivers.

1 Introduction

Floods are known to respond to a diversity of controls of nat-

ural and anthropogenic nature (Hall et al., 2014). Within the

natural setting alone, several processes influence the flood

behaviour in different manners. One approach to taking these

into account is to evaluate the flood sensitivity to each pro-

cess and consider the overall response as the superposition

of these individual controls. However, the dynamical inter-

ference between drivers is also a control on its own and

is not captured by traditional evaluation methods. Fortu-

nately though, novel methodologies begin to emerge quan-

tifying nonlinear synergies between dynamical processes,

such as the framework devised and implemented by Pires

and Perdigão (2015) for the broader geosciences, introduc-

ing measures of non-linear interaction information as quan-

tifiers of dynamic and statistical interference or synergy be-

tween processes, along with a physical ground to the emerg-

ing structures that ensue.

Another issue with floods and the overall hydrological sys-

tem in general lies in the non-equilibrium dynamics at play,

resulting in unstable dynamical behaviour and corresponding

non-stationary statistical footprint. In other words, analysis

and modelling methods assuming a stationary hydrological

system, while workable in shorter time scales, fail to cap-
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ture regime transitions over the long run. One might then just

capture the overall long-term statistics, but then the faster dy-

namics taking place at shorter time scales are missed out.

Even if the interest is only on the longer time scales, the dy-

namics taking place at that level are also affected by shorter-

term dynamics, due to scale interactions. It is thus of interest

to take into account the slow-fast dynamics taking place in

the hydrological system, be our interest on either short, long

or intermediate scale dynamics. The fundamental idea is that

the dynamics at one scale is a function of the dynamics at

other scales as well.

Due to the general lack of long-term records, long-term

dynamics are often inferred via the spatial variability (space-

for-time substitution). This procedure often assumes spa-

tiotemporal symmetry (Skøien and Blöschl, 2006; Harman

et al., 2011) and is performed in such fields as regional hy-

drology (Hosking and Wallis, 1997; Peel and Blöschl, 2011),

ecology (Pickett, 1989), geomorphology (Abrahams 1972).

This symmetry is grounded on the Taylor hypothesis (Tay-

lor, 1938), relating the time variation of a flow at a fixed

point in a streamline with the spatial codependence between

the flow changes at two fixed points along the same stream.

However, the assumption of the Taylor Hypothesis is only

legitimate along the same stream. The treatment of multiple

streams is therefore not straightforward, which poses addi-

tional challenge to geostatistical time series analysis e.g. in

regional hydrology.

Statistics over different time scales or over spatial and

temporal dimensions would only yield similar results if the

distribution were stationary and the system in equilibrium,

e.g. lying in dynamical stable states. That would also imply

that long term temporal statistics would correspond to wide

spatial statistics (ergodicity and spatiotemporal symmetry).

However, the hydrological system is not necessarily in equi-

librium. Therefore, the relative rates of evolution at slow and

fast time scales, the scale interaction feedback, needs to be

taken into account when relating spatial and temporal fea-

tures of the hydrological system.

Perdigão and Blöschl (2014) have tackled these problems

by introducing statistical and dynamical methods that effec-

tively quantify not only the role of individual flood drivers

but also on their nonlinear interactions, including feedback

mechanisms that ultimately result in emerging behaviour on

floods not explainable by any of their individual drivers or

their simple combinations. In doing so, the non-equilibrium

dynamics have been brought out as coevolving processes in

the hydrological system. Their role in the flood response to

its interacting drivers has been analysed and modelled for a

better understanding of the underlying mechanisms and in-

teractions at play. Finally, a rate of coevolution has been in-

troduced that enables space-for-time substitution in spatially

extended systems with multiple streams, thus legitimising

that procedure across multiple streams.

The present study builds on these advances from Perdigão

and Blöschl (2014) and goes beyond them by evaluating

the dynamics of the flood response to slow-fast landscape-

climate feedbacks and addressing spatiotemporal flood

changes explicitly. For that purpose, a spatiotemporal sensi-

tivity analysis is conducted in Sect. 2, followed by the intro-

duction and implementation of a dynamical model of slow-

fast landscape-climate coevolution (Sect. 3) and a dynamical

model of the flood response to landscape-climate feedbacks

(Sect. 4). The modelling results are also discussed in the re-

spective sections (Sects. 3, 4) in connection to the diagnostic

analysis of Sect. 2, closing the loop a statistical-dynamical

manner. Concluding remarks are then laid out in Sect. 5.

2 Spatiotemporal sensitivity analysis: (a)symmetry

and coevolution

Our analysis begins with a diagnostic evaluation of the flood

response to the dynamically interacting landscape-climate

system. For that purpose, a quantitative spatiotemporal sen-

sitivity analysis is conducted whereby the spatial dimension

represents the legacy of the slow, millennial time scale, and

the temporal dimension refers to the fast, decadal time scale

of the dynamics. In practice, the axes are built by sorting

mean annual precipitation and mean regional precipitation in

ascending order. Mean annual precipitation refers to the tem-

porally averaged precipitation over a multidecadal time win-

dow, for each catchment. It thus provides a temporally aver-

aged spatial distribution (space axis). Mean regional precipi-

tation, in turn, refers to the regionally averaged precipitation

for each year, thus providing a spatially averaged temporal

distribution (time axis).

The data used come from a diverse pool of 804 catchments

from Austria, spanning five hydroclimatic regions across the

country, from Alpine to low-land catchments. This spatial di-

versity represents the legacy of the long-term millennial dy-

namics at which landform processes have coevolved with the

hydroclimate system. The fast dynamics are extracted from a

temporal window spanning from 1976 till 2008, with care

to consider all partitions of that domain in order to avoid

window-specific results for that period. That is, instead of

considering just one window, a diversity of windows is con-

sidered within that domain in order to provide a more robust

diagnosis. The same procedure is applied to the spatial analy-

sis, by analysing multiple partitions of the set of catchments,

in order to enrich the robustness of its diagnostic as well.

The spatial variability of precipitation is intimately related

to the different catchment properties, such as elevation, with

which it dynamically interacts. Therefore, the flood response

to precipitation implicitly depends on the feedbacks between

climatic and landscape processes, and is thus an indicator of

their dynamical interaction, their coevolution.

Figure 1 depicts the spatiotemporal flood response to

precipitation and underlying landscape-climate interactions,

over the overall hydrological diversity across Austria. The

presence of such interactions is diagnosed from the symme-
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Figure 1. Spatiotemporal sensitivity of flood peaks to precipita-

tion for Austria as a whole, depicted as surface plots of flood peaks

Qp with respect to precipitation sorted along space, mean annual

precipitation (MAP), and time, mean regional precipitation (MRP).

Also shown is the best gradient fitting plane, the slopes of which

are given by the median of all gradients along space and time. The

axes are standardized and given in base-10 logarithmic scale. From

Perdigão and Blöschl (2014).

try properties between the spatial and temporal flood sen-

sitivities to precipitation, as expressed by their spatial and

temporal gradients. As noted in the introduction, a stable and

stationary system would feature spatiotemporal symmetry,

i.e. spatial and temporal gradients would match. However,

as seen in Fig. 1 that is not the case. In fact, the spatial sen-

sitivity of floods to precipitation is higher than the temporal

sensitivity. Over Austria, a 10 % spatial increase in precipita-

tion leads to a 23 % increase in flood peaks, whereas a 10 %

temporal increase in precipitation results in just 6 % increase

in flood peaks.

This symmetry break is an emerging property stemming

from nonlinear dynamical feedbacks between landscape and

climate, as noted in Perdigão and Blöschl (2014). A coevolu-

tion measure can then be introduced relating the spatiotem-

poral asymmetry with the underlying dynamics as expressed

by relative characteristic celerities:

ε = α−β = f

(
ds

dt

)
, (1)

where α and β are respectively the medians of all spatial

and temporal flood sensitivities to precipitation as calculated

over all the possible partitions of the full spatial and tempo-

ral sets, and f is a nonlinear function of the relative celerities

ds / dt . The explicit dynamical form and derivation is given

in Perdigão and Blöschl (2014).

Following the aforementioned methodological develop-

ments by Pires and Perdigão (2015), the coevolution can

also be expressed as the nonlinear synergy (here Sn) be-

tween the spatial and temporal dimensions represented by

the mean annual and mean regional precipitation axes (MAP,

MRP), leading to the same functional dependence on ds / dt

as in Eq. (1). The coevolution measure can thus be expressed

equivalently as:

ε = Sn(MAP,MRP)= f

(
ds

dt

)
. (2)

This means that landscape-climate coevolution can now be

diagnosed from nonlinear spatiotemporal interactions within

precipitation itself. It is ultimately within these emerging

nonlinearities that the landscape effects are implicitly re-

flected.

The rate of coevolution ε is 1.70± 0.38 for all Austria

(quantifying the asymmetry in Fig. 1). These rates have also

been computed for the five Austrian hydroclimatic regions

in particular as defined by Merz and Blöschl (2009), leading

to rates close to 0 in the stable wet highlands of the Central

Alps and on the stable dry lowlands of Eastern Austria, whilst

around 1 in intermediate, more dynamically active regions

such as the Southern Alps, Northern Alps and Northern Low-

lands. These results further stress the notion that stable hy-

droclimatic regions are not coevolving significantly, whereas

intermediate regions that have not yet settled in a stable state

are dynamically evolving, thus producing the observed sym-

metry breaks.

3 Nonlinear dynamics of landscape-climate

coevolution

The dynamics of landscape-climate coevolution are concep-

tualised as a stylised nonlinear dynamical model involving

the evolving distributions of precipitation (P ) as representa-

tive of climate processes to which it is closely related and

mean catchment elevation (H ) representing the dynamical

legacy of landform processes.

The model is built taking the following key elements into

consideration: (1) scale interactions (slow-fast landscape-

climate (H , P ) feedbacks); (2) limited resources: carrying

capacity limiting P to a maximum precipitable water limit

PC; (3) stable states at lowlands and highlands and unstable

coevolving hillslopes.

These considerations suggest a dynamical model of logis-

tic type, where the fast dynamics are given by:

dP

dt
= γP

(
1−

P

PC

)
. (3)

And the slow by:

PC =

 1− exp
(
−ε H

Hl−H

)
, H < Hl

exp
[
ε
Hl−H
Hl

]
, H ≥Hl

(4)

with ε as in Eqs. (1) or (2). The term γ corresponds to

the transient evolution rate through internal entropy produc-

tion in the dynamical system and Hl is the elevation beyond

which precipitable water becomes increasingly scarce.
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Figure 2. Mean annual precipitation (P ) with regards to mean

catchment elevation. Blue dots represent P for each catchment, as

retrieved from the observational datasets (i.e. P = MAP), and the

solid lines represent the state space portrait of the dynamical model

(Eqs. 3 and 4), considering a distribution of P for each elevation.

Reproduction of results from Perdigão and Blöschl (2014), albeit

now with direct dynamical integration of a distribution instead of

taking an ensemble of deterministic runs.

Whilst apparently simple, the model is able to capture

complex dynamical behaviour. It does so by accounting for

dynamical feedbacks between landscape and climate pro-

cesses as represented by the intrinsic nonlinear interactions

between P and H . The key to the model ability to represent

complexity thus lies in the way it conceptualises the inter-

actions, i.e. on the model structure. It is also within its non-

linear structure that third-party processes are implicitly taken

into account: in fact, their dynamical footprint, whilst not ex-

plicitly quantified as state variables, lies implicit within the

nonlinear dynamics connecting P with H .

In practical terms, the model dynamically prescribes a dis-

tribution for precipitation for a given elevation or at a given

time. In other words, it provides a deterministic law for the

evolution of a distribution, i.e. it is a stochastic-dynamic

model. As such, it enables a dynamical understanding of non-

stationary physical processes responsible for changes in pre-

cipitation regimes over space or time.

The model is validated against observational data in Fig. 2.

There, the observed Precipitation (P = MAP) for each mean

catchment elevation (H ) is depicted as blue dots, while the

model output prescribing the distribution of P for each H is

portrayed as cyan lines.

While in Perdigão and Blöschl (2014) an ensemble of mul-

tiple realisations is taken in the model experiments, here

the integration is performed directly in stochastic-physical

mode, i.e. the evolution of the entire distribution is dynami-

cally prescribed as a whole at once.

The results show a good agreement between model and

observations, with the model-generated distribution (H , P )

aptly encompassing the data distribution (H , P = MAP).

These are fully consistent with those from Perdigão and

Blöschl (2014). Moreover, now their comparison is further

supported by the nonlinear codependence between model

and data results as computed using Information Correlation

(introduced by Pires and Perdigão in 2007) and Entropy

Anamorphosis estimators (Pires and Perdigão, 2012, 2013),

yielding an overall 84 % agreement.

4 Dynamical flood response to landscape-climate

feedbacks

The present section addresses the dynamical response of

flood peaks to landscape-climate feedbacks. For that pur-

pose, a stylised nonlinear dynamical model is built relating

floods with the coevolving landscape-climate system. By tak-

ing the derivations from Perdigão and Blöschl (2014) into

account, a dynamical equation for Qp is obtained:

dQp

dt
= γ κQp

[
1−B

(
Qp
)1/κ]

, (5)

where

B =
P0

PC

(
Q

p

0

)1/κ , (6)

where the product γ κ is the transient evolution rate through

internal entropy production of this system, with γ as in the

Precipitation system (Eq. 3).

Given a flood distribution at a given time or elevation, its

distribution at another can be determined using the dynami-

cal model. This has applications for spatiotemporal flood es-

timation. Rather than individual floods, the focus is given to

distributions. While the intra-distribution dynamics can still

be regarded as stochastic variables for simplicity, the “clima-

tologies” can be handled deterministically, either as an en-

semble of deterministic pointwise runs, or as deterministic

prescriptions of the evolution of a flood distribution.

Figure 3 depicts the mean annual flood peaks (Qp) in loga-

rithmic scale with regards to mean catchment elevation. Blue

dots represent Qp for each catchment, as retrieved from the

observational datasets, and the solid lines represent the state

space portrait of the dynamical model (Eq. 5), considering a

distribution of Qp for each elevation, and coevolution rates

ε = 1.70± 0.38. The integration procedure is akin to that

performed for precipitation above.

The comparison between observations and model results

suggests a reasonable agreement between them. In fact, the

model output encompasses the observed states and their rela-

tive density in state space, with higher observational density

being accompanied by higher model output density. These

results are also consistent with those from Perdigão and

Blöschl (2014) and now further supported by the nonlinear
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Figure 3. Mean annual flood peaks (Qp) in logarithmic scale with

regards to mean catchment elevation. Blue dots represent Qp for

each catchment, as retrieved from the observational datasets, and the

solid lines represent the state space portrait of the dynamical model

(Eqs. 5 and 6), considering a distribution of Qp for each elevation,

and coevolution rates ε= 1.70± 0.38. Reproduction of results from

from Perdigão and Blöschl (2014), albeit now with direct dynam-

ical integration of a distribution instead of taking an ensemble of

deterministic runs.

measure of Information Correlation between model output

and observations, yielding an overall 71 % agreement.

At first sight, the spread of flood peaks for each given el-

evation might cause concern. However, as noted before, the

model prescribes the dynamical evolution of a distribution,

not of an individual flood event. As such, for each elevation

there will be not one flood peak, but rather a distribution of

flood peaks. This distribution will naturally be different for

different elevations, depending on the coevolving landscape-

climate dynamics.

The spread of the flood distribution, seen in both model

and observations, is higher in coevolving intermediate ele-

vations, which is consistent with the associated unstable dy-

namical behaviour and consequent entropy production. The

converse holds for stable lowlands and highlands, where the

observed and modelled lower spread is consistent with more

stable dynamical regimes associated with weak landscape-

climate coevolution.

5 Conclusions

Floods have been shown to respond to landscape-climate

feedbacks in a nonlinear dynamical manner, whereby the

flood distribution nonlinearly interacts with the coevolving

landscape-climate system over space and time. The coevolv-

ing dynamics have been associated with emerging spatiotem-

poral symmetry breaks in the flood response to precipita-

tion. In fact, in coevolving regions flood peaks change in

a more responsive manner to changes in precipitation over

space than over time. For instance, over Austria a 10 % spa-

tial increase in precipitation leads to a 23 % increase in flood

peaks, whereas a 10 % temporal increase in precipitation re-

sults in just 6 % increase in flood peaks.

The eventual role of year-to-year carryover and conse-

quent memory accumulation has been ruled out, whereas the

coevolution hypothesis gained strength with nonlinear sta-

tistical and dynamical analysis and modelling relating flood

evolution with nonlinearly interacting landscape-climate dy-

namics.

A coevolution rate index has been introduced relating the

emerging spatiotemporal asymmetry with relative celerities:

stable non-coevolving areas exhibit symmetry between spa-

tial and temporal sensitivitities of floods to precipitation,

whereas coevolving hillslopes exhibit symmetry breaks in

those sensitivities, triggered by the intrinsic nonlinear dy-

namical feedbacks between landscape and climate processes.

This study has further stressed the need to take into ac-

count, in space-for-time trading in regional hydrology, the

nonlinear feedbacks between dynamically interacting (coe-

volving) processes through relative celerities. Rather than an

obstacle, nonlinearities bring in extra information that ulti-

mately legitimates such techniques and enables a better un-

derstanding of the overall dynamics of the flood response to

the landscape-climate system.

Last but not least, the study has brought to light nonlinear

dynamical interactions among floods and drivers, resulting

in emerging effects not attributable to any of the individual

factors involved but rather to the overall nonlinear dynami-

cal feedbacks: changes in the flood peak distribution (non-

stationarity) and symmetry breaks in its spatiotemporal re-

sponse to precipitation (spatiotemporal asymmetry). In ef-

fect, a slow-fast nonlinear dynamical flood change model has

been presented and evaluated, relating the dynamical evo-

lution in the flood distribution with nonlinear interactions

among intervening processes.
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